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paste, or printing. Xrefoplus also automatically adds a bibliographic citation to identify the source of the reference. MARC records are also available for download free of charge. Catalogers can select all the records, created by DGI (Donohue Group Inc.), or a subset which they can select by title.

One can subscribe to the complete Xrefoplus library or choose a “pick and mix” option to subscribe to 100 or 125 titles of their choice. The price of Xrefoplus is negotiated by site and a 30-day free trial is available. Xrefoplus does not license Xrefoplus by simultaneous users; so the product is available to all users of a subscribing institution, including remote users.

Database administrators will appreciate the usage reports that will allow them to monitor title use and change their subscription mix if they opt for the “pick and mix” option. Statistics are collated monthly and provide the following information: number of sessions; the number of searches performed; the number of entries displayed; the top twenty entries viewed; the top twenty search terms performed; totals for pages including advanced search, help, home, tour, and references; and the number of entries viewed in each of the titles in the subscription. The product can also be integrated with the “Ask-a-librarian” link which appears beneath the institutional name at the top-right of the Xrefoplus pages. Xrefoplus’s American office is located at 31 St. James Ave. Suite 370, Boston, MA 02116 tel: 866-426-2564. Public views of some pre-determined interactive maps can be viewed at http://www.xrefoplus.com.
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What’s this? Has the federal government become Google-ized, YAHOO!-like? In a word, yes! The government megasearch engine of them all is FirstGov.gov. Launched in 2000, FirstGov.gov works with federal agencies to encourage them to create portals organized around customer groups and topics, instead of agency names. It is much better organized and complete than a later White House initiative, the disappointing, E-gov.gov http://www.eegov.gov. With FirstGov.gov’s nudge, federal government portals have proliferated. You can search all of your federal tax dollars at work by visiting these gateways to government information. The best point about the “official government Websites” is that they are official. That is, the information comes right from the spigot. Here are a few of the best. Matthew Lesko, watch out!

FirstGov.gov: http://firstgov.gov/ — The megasearch engine of them all. FirstGov.gov seems to fly in the face of the USA Patriot Act by styling itself as “the official gateway to all governance information. . . . transcend[ing] the traditional boundaries of government. . . . vision is global — connecting the world to all U.S. government information and services.” Searches federal, local, tribal, state, the District of Columbia, and U.S. territorial governments’ Websites.


GovBenefits.gov: http://govbenefits.gov/index.jsp — This is a free, confidential tool that searches for government benefits. It does not require name, phone number, Social Security number, or any other identifying information. A series of questions narrows the retrieval to pertinent federal or state government benefit programs along with information about how to apply.


Medicare.gov: http://medicare.gov/ — In English, Spanish and Chinese, this Website features drug pricing comparisons and other up to the minute information on Medicare.

Regulations.gov: http://www.regulations.gov/ — Locate, review, and submit comments on federal regulations that are open for comment and published in the Federal Register, the Government’s legal newspaper. As a member of the public, you can submit comments about these regulations, and have the Government take your views into account.

Recreation.gov: http://www.recreation.gov/ — Auto touring, biking, hiking, boating, camping, fishing, lodging, water sports, winter sports, and more for every state, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. For those of us who, like Daniel Boone, never really get lost but may become confused, there are maps and maps and maps, from simple outlines to ones with complicated overlays.

And, finally, a megagateway to search:

Cross-Agency Portals: http://firstgov.gov/Topics/Cross_Agency_Portal.shtml — Gateways that bring together federal information and services from multiple agencies about a particular topic or for a particular customer group. An alpha index navigates the page. A click on College Students brings you to http://www.students.gov. There are links to testing sites (GED, ACT, GRE, TOEFL, CLEP and others), preparing for college, choosing a school, details on financing an education, a parents’ guide, and much more. Click on Seniors http://firstgov.gov/Topics/Seniors.shtml and an array of services for Seniors appears, everything from Consumer Protection to Education, Volunteerism to Retirement & Money to Travel & Leisure. Interested in After School Programs? Click on it and connect to Afterschool.gov http://www.afterschool.gov for sites for kids, planning activities, and how to get money.

Cross-Agency Portals is an innovative site which draws together government resources and reveals a new way to research the treasury of government Websites.
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realMotors to implant tags during manufacturing process to help them recover stolen cars — that data could be misused.

* Governments in search of terrorists could search for everyone.

* Insurance companies could place sensors near cancer treatment, AIDS clinics, hospitals, pharmacies, etc. to gather data and run it against the records of those seeking new policies.

* Libraries/publishers place tags in books and all sorts of bad people and organizations collect the information on the readers and use it for their purposes. (I’d like to know what books GWB reads — if any).

Give yourself a few minutes; I’m sure you, like me, have sufficient paranoia/malignant intent in you to think of a few more fearsome scenarios.

But as with everything, one person’s problem is another’s pot of gold. Karen Deane in the 6 April 2004 edition of The Australian reports on a new product being developed by RSA Security. The product is seen as useful to both individuals and companies who don’t want to be spied upon. Presumably people will one day be able to carry blocker devices around with them to prevent close by or remote scanners from reporting on them.
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